Improving Academic Literacy
Program Description: The Improving Academic Literacy

project is a one-year multi-session professional development training
series for elementary and secondary educators related to teaching
and engaging students in literacy. Throughout the year participants
learn about over 25 easy to implement evidence-based instructional
strategies and provide and receive feedback regarding instruction
through learning walks.
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Critical Thinking &
Comprehension

“I have attended many trainings in my 17 years of teaching, but I
have never witnessed the amount of immediate positive change as
I have this past school year as a result of this training.”
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Vocabulary &
Academic Language
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Across 2015-16 and 2016-17 cohorts, when asked to identify the TOP 3 changes
educators have witnessed in their student learning, educators reported these impacts...
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“Students are
able to make
connections with
prior learning.”

76 Educators
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“Students are
demonstrating
increased
vocabulary skills.”

12 Schools

#

“Students are
demonstrating increased
critical thinking /
comprehension skills.”

5 Districts

Indian Education “Check & Connect”
Program Description:

Check and Connect is a weekly
mentoring program for Native-American students in grades 6-12 who
are at-risk for dropping out of school. Mentors meet with their students
a minimum of 15 minutes each week. The program was co-facilitated by
the South East Education Cooperative, Fargo Public School District and
West Fargo Public School District in four middle schools and four high
schools during the 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 school years.
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Over the course of two years, mentors reported...

Increases in students
✓Goal Setting (100%)
✓Problem Solving (80%)
✓Completing Assignments (90%) ✓Grade Improvement (80%)
✓Decision Making (90%)
✓Attendance (70%)
✓Relationship Building (90%) ✓School Involvement (40%)

2000

Decreases in students
✓Tardiness (50%)
✓In-School

,

Student & Mentor

Suspension (40%)

m ee t i n g s

✓Out-of-School

Suspension (40%)

Success
S t o r y

m i nO Fu t e s
mentoring

Goal-Setting

Positive Impacts

Nearly

25,400

Emotional &
Behavioral Support

A mentor’s impact on student success:

An extremely disengaged student, failing the majority of her classes and on the verge of going
to court for truancy was referred the Indian Education Check & Connect program.
Upon building a trusting relationship with a program mentor, this student began making better
decisions and continually chose to reach out to the mentor instead of giving in to negative
influences. Noticing a lack of improvement in the student’s academic progress, the mentor
notified school staff of a possible learning disability. The student was tested, and started
receiving ILC services, which included one-on-one help.
With the mentor’s help and after receiving services, the student’s attendance and grades
improved significantly. The mentor also exposed the student to the Indians into Medicine
program and consequently, the student was motivated to work towards an improved GPA
score that would meet program enrollment requirements.

ND Multi-Tier System of Supports

JiT

Program Description: The Just in Time Math program is

Just in Time

a two-year professional development series for 4th-12th grade teachers
of mathematics. Originally the program began specifically for 6th grade
in 2013-2015, but was expanded for 4th-8th grade in 2015-2017 and
high school in 2016-2017. Throughout the two years, educators are
engaged in eight sessions related to evidence-based instructional and
student learning practices, and grade-specific mathematical content.
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54.5%

89 %

39.4%

23.6%

57.5%

100% 100%

“JiT Math helped me to increase my math
knowledge to improve student learning
and understanding of mathematics. The
last session “Mindset” inspired me to be a
better math teacher for my students.”

of participants surveyed indicated
“understanding mathematical concepts
well enough to be effective in teaching
mathematics.”

of the assessed student learning behaviors
(13) increased in regard to the percentage
of teachers reporting regular student
engagement (“every time” or “usually”)
during instruction.

Over 90% of participants reported at least moderate increases in...
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P e r c eiv e

“I love what JiT Math has done for my
performance in the math classroom. I
honestly considered myself an effective
math teacher in the past, but now realize
that I am so much better because of the
information and knowledge I have gained
through these sessions. “

26.5%

I can apply the changes
of the N.D. State
Standards in my role.

non-seec

17.6%

ti c e

Districts

51

14.3%

• Make sense of problems and
persevere in solving them
• Reason abstractly and quantitatively
• Construct viable arguments and
critique the reasoning of others
• Model with mathematics
• Use appropriate tools strategically
• Attend to precision
• Look for and make use of structure
• Look for and express regularity in
repeated reasoning

ra c
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Learning
Practices
8 Student

I can model mathematical
situations by composing &
decomposing numbers.

20

SEEC

C ontent

94 %

Schools

of

I am confident in explaining
to students why mathematics
experiments work.

62

non-seec

95 %

Schools

d e nts

Schools

st u

32

SEEC

I am confident in using
manipulatives for all
mathematics.

e a c h e r s
Participated

• Establish mathematical goals to focus
learning
• Implement tasks that promote reasoning
and problem solving
• Use and connect mathematical
representations
• Facilitate meaningful mathematical
discourse
• Pose purposeful questions
• Build procedural fluency from conceptual
understanding
• Support productive struggle in learning
mathematics
• Elicit and use evidence of student thinking

96 %

T

8 Evidence-Based
Instructional Practices

I can mathematically model
the properties of operations.

325
94
71

F oundation

99 %
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Math Science Partnership - You’re Hired!
Program Description: The goal of You’re Hired or any Project

Based Learning opportunity is to see an improvement in student facility with 21st
Century Skills and an appreciation for STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering,
Art, and Math). Increased student achievement and a deeper understanding
of the content through Project Based learning is just part of a bigger picture,
engagement with the real-world and a glimpse into careers (engineer, researcher,
technician, web-designer, marketing director etc.) as students role-play within a
company sets the stage for meaningful learning.

By the
Numbers
2015-16 & 2016-17 school years

2532

Focus Areas

,

PBL

participating

students

Grades 4-12

Events

33

2011
districts

Project-Based
Learning

21st Century Skills

Critical Thinking | Collaboration
Communication | Creativity

STEAM

Science Technology
Engineering Art Math

Students reflect on their experience and how it may have changed their
knowledge and interests in STEM-related careers...

58% 53%

of students responding reported
learning more about what an ENGINEER does.

of students responding reported
learning more about what a TECHNICIAN does.

T eachers

93

Participated

schools

10 60
each teacher participated in

days

hours

professional learning

ASK:
Identify the
need &
constraints
IMPROVE:
Redesign as
needed

RESEARCH
the problem

Engineering
TEST &
EVALUATE
prototype

Design Process

CREATE:
Build a
prototype

PLAN:
Select a
promising
solution

IMAGINE:
Develop
possible
solutions

“The wealth of information
I learned was astounding!
PBL is fantastic. I even
learned things to help me
with my STEM instruction.”
I so enjoyed coming to this
training. I learned so much
and feel my students will
benefit.

ND Multi-Tier System of Supports
Program Description: The Multi-Tier System of Supports
(MTSS) project is a professional learning training series for elementary,
secondary, and district level MTSS teams. Part I participants come
together three times to engage in a process for setting up an effective
student support system, and work hands-on to develop an action plan
for implementing changes to their current system. In Part II, teams
implement their action plan and evaluate effectiveness at the classroom,
program and systems level.
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• 93 Educators
• 19 Schools
• 10 Districts

57 Professional
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“MTSS has been a vehicle
for movement towards better
meeting the needs of students.”
(School Counselor – Milnor)
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Part II: Evaluating Your System

• 191 Educators
• 35 Schools
• 17 Districts

“Because of this training we have
implemented uniform pathways in math
and reading for all students in grades
1-10 in all of our buildings.”
(Jamestown)
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Nearly 60% reported substantial
changes in student engagement
who are in Tier 3 (intensive support).

10+ Locations

